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Пояснення навчального матеріалу

Cities and Towns of Great Britain
Great Britain is a highly developed industrial country, and most of the
people live in large cities.
Naturally, the capital comes first among the biggest industrial cities of the
country. Lots of things such as clothes, food, planes and cars are made in
London.
Birmingham is the biggest town in the centre of England. Machines,
cars and lorries are made here. TV- and radio-sets are also produced in
Birmingham.
Manchester is an industrial capital of the North of England. It is a very
old city. It is the centre of cotton industry. Manchester was the first city in
Great Britain to build an airport in 1929. Manchester has many libraries,
museums, art galleries and theatres.
Edinburgh is the capital of Scotland. It is one of the most beautiful
cities in Europe. Its main attractions are the Floral clock made of growing
flowers, and the Edinburgh Art Festivals, the annual summer performances
of operas, dancing, music and drama.
Glasgow is another great Scottish city. It is famous for its shipyards.
Glasgow is a great industrial city and also the centre of Scottish culture.
Cardiff is the capital of Wales.It is a big port and ships come here from all
over the world.
Cambridge and Oxford are the oldest university towns in Great Britain.
Many great men studied in these universities: Cromwell, Newton, Byron,
Darwin and others.

4) The Palace of Westminster
is usually known as...
•Westminster ;
•St. Paul’s Cathedral;
•the Houses of Parliament.
5) Cardiff is the capital of…
•Scotland
•Wales.
•Northern Ireland
•England,
6) Norman Castle is situated…
•near the centre of Cardiff
•on the river Thames
•by the Cathay’s Park

7) Belfast Castle was built in…
•1970
•1870
•1370
8) The streets of the “Old Town” are..
•narrow
•wide
•very long
9) Edinburgh lies …
•on seven hills
•between six mountains
•between seven valleys

